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Abstract: Due to the inherent characteristics of the electromagnetic wave scattering phenomenon,
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images are directly degraded by high-frequency multiplicative speckle
(HMS) noise, which makes image de-speckling filter application and selection a challenge. In this
regard, an adverse effects analysis of the HMS under implementation of seven different spatial
de-speckling filters on a reference SAR image is considered in this paper. The investigation includes
the formulation of the backscattered data and the HMS based on the pixel statistics and their
distribution as an image noise behavioral analysis method. The resulting complex behavioral model
is used for HMS power spectral density (PSD) function modeling. This paper also includes HMS
system resolution effects analysis on the raw data generation (RDG) and the received frequency
profile (RFP). An objective quality assessment procedure was also carried out to investigate both
the de-speckled image resolution and the spatial filter evaluation in the presence of the HMS. As a
result, the simulations verify that speckles are embedded within the high-frequency parts of the raw
data, directly affecting the spatial resolution and the image resolution with non-specific patterns.
The results also show that no spatial de-speckling filter consistently outperforms others, and their
implementation is completely dependent on the texture, the system parameters, and their evaluation
index. As a novel approach, HMS spectral behavioral modeling within the filtered images, as well as
the proposed spatial de-speckling filter evaluation methods, are the proper techniques for optimum
filter selection and specific purpose applications. The results are very helpful for remote sensing
image restoration and data preservation when dealing with SAR images with a less fine resolution,
such as ice-covered areas, coastal change detection, vegetation texture detection, geological structures
mapping, and so forth. The SAR system resolution analysis is completed based on inversed problem
solution (IPS) and with the help of a hybrid-domain image formation algorithm (IFA).

Keywords: synthetic aperture radar; speckle noise; spatial de-speckling filter; radar spatial resolution;
raw data generation

1. Introduction

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active coherent microwave imaging sensor, which is used to
form 2-D or 3-D images from back scattered signals of complex target terrain (CTT) in all time and all
weather conditions [1,2]. For the purpose of SAR imaging, specific waveforms in the shape of pulses are
transmitted by the sensor in phases, and interact with the illuminated CTT. After reflection, these pulses
are no longer in phases, even though they are coherent in frequency. This is mainly caused by the
difference in the distance of the pulses travelling back from point scatterers due to surface roughness,
antenna-platform displacements or similar, and makes the received pulses have random phase shifts
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when received [1,3]. The out-of-phase pulses interfere constructively or destructively to produce
stronger or weaker signals when received, according to their spatial configuration. When a SAR image
is formed by coherently processing the backscattered 2-D signals from successive transmitted pulses,
these interferences cause variations in the signal magnitude and random pixel-to-pixel intensity changes,
which is presented as a specific pattern called speckle noise [4,5]. This explains why SAR gray-scale
images can have a granular pattern that produces dark spots, corresponding to destructive interferences,
and bright spots, due to constructive ones [6]. The presence of speckles makes interpretation of the
images difficult, and may lead to misinterpretation and erroneous detection because of the pixel
quality degradation [5–8]. SAR speckle noise has a standard deviation linearly related to the mean
and the variance, which is often modeled as multiplicative signal-dependent noise [6–10]. Dozens of
de-speckling filters have been proposed in order to remove such multiplicative effects, have been
widely studied, and are the topic of literature on the modeling and analysis of the data [11–17].
Spatial de-speckling filters with good noise suppression capabilities often result in image resolution
loss and quality deterioration. Hence, for the purpose of precise image processing, the suppression of
speckle must be balanced with the implementation of the filter in order to preserve fine details, so that
the subtle textures of the de-speckled image can be detected within the image [16–20]. In other words,
the resolution preservation of the SAR images is directly related to how the speckles are suppressed
from the image with the help of the spatial de-speckling filter application [12–25]. Hence, an adverse
effects analysis of the speckle on the radar system resolution and the image resolution might be
helpful to avoid further information loss and resolution degradation, as an index for de-speckling filter
selection [14].

The previous literature regarding this [4,10,14–25] not only does not include a comprehensive study
on the speckle noise behavioral formulation and modeling, as well as the resolution loss effects analysis,
but also lacks spatial de-speckling filter objective quality assessment and evaluation. To our best
knowledge, this is the first time that SAR spatial resolution analysis and image resolution evaluation
are being investigated simultaneously on the same SAR image under different spatial de-speckling
filters. According to the proposed method, the multiplicative noise behavioral investigation includes
speckle distribution formulation and PSD function modeling, system resolution analysis on the basis
of RDG and RFP extraction, and image resolution information analysis based on objective quality
assessment. The PSD function modeling is carried out with the help of image statistics and noise
distribution based on the amplitude, the intensity, and the phase of the pixels, which determines the
level of the embedded multiplicative speckle noise presence within the texture. The RDG and RFP
extraction are also carried out based on IPS, and with the help of inversed equalized hybrid-domain IFA.
The image resolution analysis is carried out based on the pixel-based, correlation-based, local entropy,
and local range measurements. Specifically, this paper not only focuses on the behavioral analysis of
the multiplicative speckle noise with the help of speckle formulation and spectral modeling of their
presence within the images, but also evaluates the performance efficiency of a total of seven different
spatial filters, categorizing them while the system resolution and image resolution are being analyzed.
The results not only verify that the Frost, Gamma, Kuan, Lee, Lee sigma, Local adaptive median,
and Local sigma de-speckling filters have different patterns of noise suppression, but also that they
have different evaluation indexes, which are measured quantitatively and presented qualitatively for
further investigation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Maxwell formulation of 2-D received
backscattered SAR raw data, as well as the speckle behavioral formulation and noise spectral modeling
in the presence of different spatial de-speckling filter implementations. This section also presents
the SAR system resolution extraction based on RDG and RFP, with the help of hybrid-domain IFA.
In Section 3, the SAR spatial resolution analysis, including RDG and RFP as well as de-speckled
image resolution analysis based on objective quality metric assessment, are presented. The objective
quality assessment metrics include the pixel-based, correlation-based, SAR local entropy, and local
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range measurements. All the simulations are carried out on the reference SAR image and its seven
de-speckled counterpart images. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are given in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Concepts and Methods

2.1. SAR Received Backscattered Signal Modeling

SAR is an active coherent microwave remote sensing device, the purpose of which is to form
an image from the local interaction of a terrain illuminated by incidental electromagnetic waves.
According to Figure 1, as the SAR platform flies along its designated path, known as the slow-time
direction, the antenna radiates pulses of electromagnetic waves in a directed beam perpendicular to
the flight direction, known as the fast-time. These waves scatter off the CTT and will be received and
detected by the same antenna. The only processing performed on the received backscattered data is the
striping of time-frame formatted signals, and re-assembling them into the synchronized unprocessed
contiguous radar range lines, which are known as SAR raw data. The received backscattered signal
depends on the fast-time (τr) and the position along the slow-time direction, x, which results in a
function of two variables based on Maxwell’s scalar wave equation [1–3]:(

∇
2
−

1
c02 ∂τr

2
)
U(τr, x) = 0 (1)

where, c0 is the speed of light. In the free space, the field G0(t− τr, x− y) at position x and time τr due
to the delta function point scatterer at position y and time t will be driven as Equation (2):

G0(τr − t, x− y) =
δ(τr − t−

∣∣∣x− y
∣∣∣/c0)

4π
∣∣∣x− y

∣∣∣ (2)
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This fields satisfies Equation (3):(
∇

2
−

1
c02 ∂τr

2
)
G0(τr − t, x− y) = −δ(τr − t)δ(x− y) (3)

If the point scatterer at position y has the time history as Equation (4):

P(τr) = A(τr)eiω0τr (4)

then the resulting field Uy(τr, z− y) will satisfy Equation (5):(
∇

2
−

1
c02 ∂τr

2
)
Uy(τr, z− y) = −P(τr)δ(z− y) (5)
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and is thus given by Equation (6):

Uy(τr, z) = (G0∗P)(τr, z− y)

=

∫ δ
(
τr − t−

∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣/c0

)
4π

∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣ P(t)dt =

P
(
τr −

∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣/c0

)
4π

∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣

=
A
(
τr −

∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣/c0

)
4π

∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣ eiω0(τr−|z−y|/c0)

(6)

If the length and width of the SAR antenna dimensions are denoted by L and D, and the center
of the antenna is denoted by x, respectively, a point on the antenna can be written y = x + q where
q is a vector from the center of the antenna to a point on the antenna, which is also introduced by
Equation (7):

q = s1ê1 + s2ê2 (7)

where, ê1 and ê2 are unit vectors along the width and length of the antenna. The vector ê2 points along
the direction of the slow-time and ê1 is tilted with respect to the radiation direction or the fast-time.
Considering point z far from the antenna, for which

∣∣∣q∣∣∣� |z− x|:∣∣∣z− y
∣∣∣ = |z− x| − (̂z− x)q + O

(
L2/|z− x|

)
(8)

where the hat denotes a unit vector and (̂z− x) is supposed as ˆ(L). With the help of Equation (6):

Uy(τr, z) ∼
A
(
τr − |z− x|/c0 + ˆ(L)q + . . .

)
4π|z− x|

eiω0(τr−|z−x|/c0)eikL̂q (9)

where k = ω0/c0. If |z− x| � L̂q and A are assumed to be slowly varying, hence:

Uy(τr, z) ∼
P(τr − |z− x|/c0)

4π|z− x|
eikL̂q (10)

Therefore, the far-field from the antenna is given by Equation (11):

Uin
x (τr, z)

=
∫ L/2
−L/2

∫ D/2
−D/2 Ux+s1ê1+s2ê2(τr, z)ds1ds2 ∼

∫ L/2
−L/2

∫ D/2
−D/2

P(τr−|z−x|/c0)
4π|z−x| eikL̂.(s1ê1+s2ê2)ds1ds2

=
P(τr−|z−x|/c0)

4π|z−x| ω ˆ(L)

(11)

where ω
(
L̂
)

is the antenna radiation pattern and is directed perpendicular to the antenna plane (e1e2)
as Equation (12):

ω
(
L̂
)
= 2D sin c

(
kL̂.e1D/2

)
2L sin c

(
kL̂.e2L/2

)
(12)

The sinc function has its main peak at 0 and its zero atπ. Therefore, the first zero of sin c
(
kL̂.e1D/2

)
occurs when kL̂.e1D/2 = π. Using the fact that 2π/k is precisely the wavelength λ, it can be written as
L̂.e2 = λ/L. In this case, the main lobe of the antenna beam pattern has an angular width of 2λ/D [1,3].
On the other hand, with the help of scattering theory, the linearized scattering model of Equation (1)
can be considered as below [1]:
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Ψ(τr, x) = Ψin(τr, x) + Ψsc(τr, x) (13)

where:

Ψsc(τr, x) =
x

G0(τr − t, x− z)

 1
c2

0

−
1

c2(z)

∂2
t Ψsc(t, z)dtd3z (14)

According to single scattering approximation, Ψ on the right side of Equation (13) is replaced by
incident field Ψin as Equation (15):

Ψsc(τr, x) ≈ ΨB (τr, x)

=
s

G0(τr − t, x− z)
(

1
c2

0
−

1
c2(z)

)
∂2

t Ψin(τr, x)dtd3z

=
∫ V(z)

4π|x−z|∂
2
τr Ψ

in(τr − |x− z|/c0, z)d3z

(15)

In the SAR remote sensing application, the antenna radiates a series of pulses in the form of
Equation (11) as it moves along the flight track. Hence, if the platform is assumed to be located at
position xn at time nT, then the incident field is:

Ψin(t, z) =
∑

n
Ψin

n (t, z) (16)

Ψin(t, z) = Uin
xn(t −nT, z)

=
s

antenna
Uxn+q(t− nT, z)d2q ∼ P(t−nT−|z−xn

|/c0)
4π|z−xn | ω

(
ẑ− xn

) (17)

where Ψin(t, z) is the nth emission. With the help of Equation (17) and Equation (15), the scattered
field due to the nth emission at the center of the SAR antenna will be derived as Equation (18):

Sn(τr) = ΨB
n(τr − nT, xn) ≈ −

∫
ω2

0P(τr − nT− 2|z− xn
|/c0)

4π|z− xn|
ω

(
ẑ− xn

)
d3z (18)

where 2|z− xn
|/c0 is the two-way travel time from the center of the antenna to the point z and factor

4π|z− xn
| in the denominator corresponding to the geometrical spreading of the spherical wave from

the antenna and from point z. It should be noted, in practice the factor of |z− xn
|will be replaced by the

distance from z to the platform as R0, or the slantrange distance. For SAR image reconstruction, a match
filter is applied to the received backscattered signal to from the 2-D raw data Sn(τr) as Equation (19):

In(y) =
∫

P
(
τr − nT− 2

∣∣∣y− xn
∣∣∣/c0

)
∗Sn(τr)dτr (19)

where the * denotes the complex conjugate. With the help of Equation (18) and interchange of the order
of the integration, Equation (19) can be rewritten as Equation (20):

In(y) ≈
∫

Wn(y, z)
−ω0

2V(z)

(4πR0)
2 dz (20)

where:

Wn(y, z) = ω
(
ẑ− xn

) ∫
P
(
τr − nT− 2

∣∣∣y− xn
∣∣∣/c0

)
∗P

(
τr − nT− 2

∣∣∣z− xn
∣∣∣/c0

)
dτr (21)
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This represents the point spread function (PSF) of one observation of the SAR sensor, which results
in an image. The key concept of the SAR sensor is to improve this PSF with the help of summing over
n. Hence, by combining information from multiple observations or simply multiple looks:

I(y) =
∑

n
In(y) ≈

∫
W(y, z)

−ω0
2V(z)

(4πR0)
2 dz (22)

where the PSF is calculated as:
W(y, z) =

∑
n

Wn(y, z) (23)

This point spread function is called the SAR ambiguity function (AF) of the transmitted waveform.

2.2. Multiplicative Speckle Noise Behaviroal Formulation and Modeling

The two basic principle features of an SAR system are the resolution of the image and the spatial
resolution or the system resolution. The system resolution directly affects the image resolution,
while the image resolution is completely dependent on the quality of the received backscattered
data and its pertinent information. A serious difficulty in exploiting and analyzing the raw data
is the presence of coherent multiplicative noise that inherently exists in these images, and is called
speckle. According to Equations (4) and (16), in the case of electromagnetic waves backscattering from
the surface to the SAR, both the phase ϕ(x, y) and the amplitude A(x, y) of the signal are changed.
These changes are due to the different physical properties of the CTT, as well as the deviations of the
trajectory from the nominal or the attitude and forward velocity variations, which mostly happen
during the observation time, as shown in Figure 1. In other words, these echo data are not coherent
signal anymore because of atmospheric turbulence and radiometric errors that can easily affect the
phase history of the raw data within the plane of the antenna (e1e2) [24,25]. In practice, phase errors
are residue phases that degrade the standard level of the received signal components and make
them not coherent anymore for the purpose of processing. Therefore, any time the SAR collects the
complex value of Aejϕ from the distributed point scatterers within the terrain, the 2-D signals add
coherently as constructive or destructive, depending on the relative phase; this is usually referred to
as multiplicative speckle noise. In other words, speckles reduce the image quality like noise, but not
randomly. This comes from the backscattering of many point scatterers within the CTT, and presents
as image pixel anomalies. According to Equation (17), every pixel in an SAR image results from the
backscattered wave of a large number of point scatterers located in one resolution cell, and this can be
modeled as a complex value of Equation (4):

Aejϕ =
N∑

i=1

Aiejϕi (24)

where Ai and ϕi are the individual amplitude and phase of the backscattering, while N is the total
number of scatterers within the resolution cell. The summation is over the number of point scatterers
located in one cell illuminated by the electromagnetic wave, while different weights in the form of PSF
and Equation (23) will be implemented. Ai and ϕi are unobservable because the individual scatters are
much smaller than the resolution cell. Hence, the speckle can be formulated as a multiplicative model
of pixel anomaly:

O = I·Y (25)

where O is the observation result, I is the average CTT backscattered intensity, and Y is the noise
intensity. I and Y are considered as two independent random variables. In the case of multiplicative
noise demodulation modeling, the observed in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the speckle
noise y1 = Acos(ϕ) and y2 = Asin(ϕ) are assumed to be identical distributed Gaussian random
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complex variables with zero means and a variance of 1
2 [3]. Consequently, the joint probability density

function (PDF) can be written as:

py1,y2

(
y1, y2

)
=

1
π

exp
(
−

(
y2

1 + y2
2

))
(26)

where the phase ϕ is assumed to be uniformly distributed. On the other side, the amplitude A has a
Rayleigh distribution, as:

pA(y) = 2y exp
(
−y2

)
y ≥ 0 (27)

with the mean value of
√
π/2 and standard deviation of

√
1− π/4. On the other hand, the standard

deviation divided by the mean is
√

4/π− 1. The observed intensity has a negative exponential
distribution, as:

pI(y) = 2y exp(−y) y ≥ 0 (28)

where the mean value and standard deviation are both in unity. The decibel image as the logarithmic
transformed intensity is derived as:

pI(y) = ey exp(−ey) (29)

where the mean and variance are −0.57 and π2/6. If the number of observations is K, the average
intensity of the K-observation can be written as:

YO =

∑K
i=1 Yi

O

K
(30)

where Yi
O is the independent single-observation intensity with a negative exponential distribution. In

the case of multi-observation of YO, the model will be rewritten as:

pO(y) =
KK

Γ(K)
yK−1 exp(−Ky) y, K > 0 (31)

where K is the multi-observation number of YO with the mean and variance of unity and 1/K. For a
single look image, the amplitude obeys Rayleigh PDF. This multiplicative behavior on the basis of
signal characteristics is generated by the interaction of the reflected waves from various independent
scatterers within a resolution cell. In total, the characteristics of the multiplicative speckle noise in SAR
imagery are very different from those found in the other sensors, which might contain additive white
Gaussian noise. Hence, the formulated SAR multiplicative speckle noise has an asymmetrical PDF
and the Gamma distribution, which is considered completely signal dependent based on the phase
distribution, the amplitude distribution, the intensity distribution, and the observation number. On the
other hand, according to the characteristics of speckle noise, the coefficients are being modulated
by the characteristic of the noise in a manner that is proportional to the target mean backscattering
coefficients. In other words, extracting the coefficients of speckle noise can be evaluated based on
their expectation and variance, despite their limitations while dealing with random entities within the
terrain. Considering O1 and O2 as two adjacent pixels in a SAR observation:

O1 = c1Y1

O2 = c2Y2
(32)

where c1 and c2 are constants and Y1 and Y2 are independent random variables with identical probability,
according to the general Gamma distribution Γ(n, λ). Therefore, the PDF can be modeled as:

p(y) =
λn

(n− 1)!
yn−1 exp(−λy) (33)
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If a and b are considered as the backscattered intensities, the two adjacent pixels O1 and O2 belong
to a homogenous region in case of a equals b. Otherwise, O1 and O2 are located in two different regions.
If a , 0 and b , 0, O1 and O2 follow the general Gamma distribution Γ(n, λ/a) and Γ(n, λ/b), with the
form below:

pO1
(x) = λn

a(n−1)!

(
x
a

)n−1
exp

(
−λ
a x

)
where x, n ≥ 0, and

pO2
(y) = λn

b(n−1)!

(
x
b

)n−1
exp

(
−λ
b y

)
where y, n ≥ 0

(34)

The property of O1 −O2 is the basis for the development of the multiplicative speckle property
and its complex modeling. If the cumulative distribution function of O1 −O2 is defined as:

P(O1 −O2 < t) =
x

x−y≤t

pO1
(x)pO2

(y) dxdy (35)

This will result in:

P(O1 −O2 < t) =


exp

(
−
λ
b |t|

)
λn

an(n−1)!

n−1∑
i=0

λi

bi

 i∑
j=0

|t|i−j

j!(i−j)!
(n+j−1)!

( λa +
λ
b )

n+j

 t ≤ 0

1− exp
(
−
λ
b |t|

)
λn

an(n−1)!

n−1∑
i=0

λi

bi

 i∑
j=0

|t|i−j

j!(i−j)!
(n+j−1)!

( λa +
λ
b )

n+j

 t > 0
(36)

The PDF of O1 − O2 can be derived as:

pO1−O2
(y) =

exp
(
−
λ
b

∣∣∣y∣∣∣)
(n− 1)!

(
λ

a

)n(λ
b

)n


n−1∑
j=0

(n + j− 1)!

j!(n− j− 1)!
(
λ
a + λ

b

)n+j

∣∣∣y∣∣∣n−j−1

 (37)

Hence, the moments of O1 −O2 can be driven by:

[
xk

]
= 2

(n−1)!

(
λ
a

)n(λ
b

)n
[∑n−1

j=0
(n+j−1)!(i+n−j−1)!

j!(n−j−1)!( λa +
λ
b )

n+j

∣∣∣ b
λ

∣∣∣i+n−j
]

if i is even

E
[
xk

]
= 0 if i is odd

(38)

To model the behavior of the speckle noise based on complex modeling, let a = b = 1. Hence,
Equation (37) will be rewritten as:

pO1−O2
(y) =

exp
(
−λ

∣∣∣y∣∣∣)
(n− 1)!

(λ)2n

n−1∑
j=0

(n + j− 1)!

j!(n− j− 1)!(2λ)n+j

∣∣∣y∣∣∣n−j−1

 (39)

Equations (37) and (39), which are a combination of the exponential function and polynomial,
are very important for behavioral modeling of multiplicative speckle noise. The aforementioned
distribution and its corresponding statistical features on the basis of the phase distribution, the amplitude
distribution, the intensity distribution, and the observation number are used for complex modeling.

According to the above distribution and complex modeling of the multiplicative speckle noise,
power spectral density function (PSD) modeling is considered the best possible option to investigate the
effects of the speckle presence within SAR images. The PSD, as an objective quality assessment metric,
measures the intensity of the joint pixels as a function of frequency and shows at which frequencies the
intensity variations are stronger, and at which frequencies variations are weak. According to the above
modeling, pixels and their statistical distribution based on amplitude, phase, and intensity play a key
role for complex speckle PSD modeling.

Figure 1 presents the reference SAR image sample and the resulting PSD function modeling.
The PSD modeling is based on the pixel intensities and their distribution statistics, which are assigned
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and presented in the frequency domain. The results show that, in the case of the reference SAR image
consisting of non-overlapping pixels that are not reduced to the replications of a specific statistics,
lower frequencies with significant variance in the distribution of pixels have peaks in PSD modeling
that can be distinguished in Figure 2b. The peaks in the PSD function modeling present the statistics
of the main entity of the texture, and are also presented in Figure 2c,d. The difference between
Figure 2b–d is based on their pixel statistics estimation and distribution modeling. Figure 2c shows
the case of the speckle reduction technique on the basis of filter application, and 2d shows the case of
noise-free supposition. The results show that speckle presence can directly affect the pixel statistics and
distribution, such as the phase, the amplitude, and the intensity. On the contrary, and in the case of
speckle PSD function modeling, the pixel statistics and distribution will be completely different from
the reference image statistics. According to Equations (32)–(39), the results of PSD function modeling
for embedded speckle within the reference image are presented in Figure 2e. Figure 2e shows that the
speckle behavior, as an overlapping structure which occupies approximately the entire spatial area of
the SAR image, has several high-frequency peaks which are close in terms of their spatial locations.
Figure 2e also shows that, in comparison to the main texture of the reference image, the speckle has
a replication structure on the basis of its distribution and statistics. In other words, speckle with
significant effects on the amplitude, phase and the intensity can be modeled as a high-frequency
replication structure of the PSD function. As a result, multiplicative speckle noise can be named as
high-frequency multiplicative speckle (HMS) noise hereafter. From Figure 2 it is also deduced that
HMS noise not only affects the maximum value of the PSD function, but also affects the uniformity of
the texture. The results show that real reference SAR imagery and noise-free conditions have a total
4 dB difference in PSD function magnitude, while the HMS has a maximum 0.4 dB adverse effect on
the PSD magnitude.

2.3. De-Speckled Image HMS Noise Behavioral Modeling

In total, the non-uniform antenna pattern illumination, possible receiver gain changes, loss effects,
scattering abnormalities phenomenon, and so forth are the source of HMS noise, which will affect
the pixel statistics and their inherent distribution, such as their amplitude, phase and the intensity,
in a destructive or constructive manner [21,24,25]. According to these patterns of constructive and
destructive interference, HMS noise can also be suppressed with the help of de-speckling filters.
During the past decades, by considering the variance of backscatter amplitude, many de-speckling
filters have been proposed for HMS noise reduction [25]. These filters can be divided into two
groups—transform domain and spatial domain—which are usually designed to cope with the variation
of pixel amplitude. In the case of spatial filters, they use local pixel intensity statistics to adjust the
amount of noise removal in a certain threshold, and perform acceptably in homogeneous regions,
but in heterogeneous regions they cause loss of detail [25]. Due to the lack of investigation on spatial
domain filter application and suitable selection, this section will present the PSD function modeling of
the de-speckled images and their embedded HMS noise for further comparison. Therefore, taking into
consideration the implementation of seven different spatial de-speckling filters—Frost, Gamma, Kuan,
Lee, Lee sigma, Local adaptive median and Local sigma—on the same reference SAR image and
modeling their PSD function may be a good technique to evaluate their noise suppression ability while
dealing with HMS noise. The results are shown in Figure 3.

As can be deduced from the PSD modeling results in Figure 3b,d,f,h,j,l,n, the simulated PSD
functions are not only different in the uniformity of the peak distribution, but also vary in terms of
their magnitude. The results show that, despite using the same SAR image with a similar texture,
different PSD models under different spatial de-speckling filters might result. In this case, the minimum
quality and lowest magnitude belongs to the Lee sigma filter with 12.2 dB magnitude, while the best
performance belongs to the Gamma filter with more than 25.5 dB magnitude. This shows that, if the
distribution of the peaks within the PSD modeling is minor and their concentration has a large uniform
magnitude, this is a sign of acceptable de-speckling. According to Figure 3, Table 1 presents the ranking
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of the aforementioned filters based on their peak values. Due to limitations of the filters in terms of the
complete removal of the HMS, the presence of fluctuation in the PSD modeling is normal. Figure 4
illustrates the difference between the PSD modeling of the reference SAR image in Figure 2b, and their
counterparts in Figure 3. The results verify that de-speckled images have different HMS pattern within
the texture, and each spatial filter has its own specifications to reduce the level of the HMS.
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Table 1. PSD modeling results after HMS suppression.

Column De-Speckling Filter Value

1 Gamma 25.5 dB
2 Lee 22 dB
3 Local sigma 20.5 dB
4 Frost 18.4 dB
5 Local adaptive median 14.4 dB
6 Kuan 14.1 dB
7 Lee sigma 12.2 dB
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Figure 4. Resulting PSD modeling (a) comparison (b) difference with the reference SAR image.

According to Figures 3 and 4, besides the ability of spatial filters to achieve HMS suppression,
the effect of the spatial filter application on the texture is also a key concept. Hence, similar to
the PSD modeling of the HMS suppression, PSD modeling of the pure HMS presence within the
texture is helpful. The results of this are shown in Figure 5 and listed in Table 2. As can be deduced,
the shape, the distribution and the peaks of the HMS presence within the texture after de-speckling
filter implementation are completely different. The minimum presence level of HMS is 0.14 dB, which is
observed when the Local sigma has been implemented, and the maximum presence value is 0.62 dB
for the Gamma de-speckling filter implementation.
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Table 2. Residue HMS presence evaluation after de-speckling implementation.

Column De-Speckling Filter Value

1 Local sigma 0.14 dB
2 Kuan 0.14 dB
3 Local adaptive median 0.18 dB
4 Lee sigma 0.31 dB
5 Frost 0.36 dB
6 Lee 0.60 dB
7 Gamma 0.62 dB
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From Figure 5, it can be deduced that the Kuan and Local sigma filters have the least amount of
residue HMS in the texture after de-speckling, while according to Table 1, their performance in HMS
suppression was just moderate. It also verifies that spatial de-speckling filter implementation not only
affects the texture consistency after HMS removal, but also changes the HMS distribution and statistics
based on amplitude, intensity, and phase. In other words, there has always been residue HMS with
non-specific patterns within the texture after de-speckling.

2.4. HMS System Resolution Extraction Method Concept

According to Figure 1, suppose the SAR platform flies in the direction of the slow-time and the
point scatterer is located within the CTT with an initial slant range of R0 from the sensor. According to
Equations (18) and (24), the received 2-D backscattered pulse from the point scatterer in the case of
linear frequency modulation waveform can be expressed as (40) [3]:

Sn(τr , ta) = A. wτr(τr − 2R(ta)/c0)wta(ta) × cos
{
2πk0(τr − 2R(ta)/c0)+

πKr(τr − 2R(ta)/c0)
2 +ψ

} (40)

where, ta is the slow-time, τr is the fast-time, Sn(τr,ta) is the received 2-D backscattered signal from the
scatterer, A is the backscattering coefficient, wτr(.) is the received pulse envelope in fast-time, wta is the
received pulse envelope in slow-time, k0 is the carrier frequency, Kr is the chirp rate, and c0 is the speed
of light. The variable ofψ is accounted for in the phase change problem during the reception procedure.
According to Equations (24)–(39), the received echo is a coherent signal while being backscattered from
the CTT due to the possible phase changes of ψwithin the phase history [24]. The phase changes of
the raw data, as mentioned in the previous sections, are considered as the source of HMS presence
within the texture. The purpose of SAR system resolution extraction is twofold. The first, namely the
RDG extraction, allows us to evaluate the HMS effects on the backscattering behavior of the CTT while
it is being being backscattered to the sensor as Sn (τr, ta), in the form of the received backscattered
signal. The second, namely the RFP extraction, carries out SAR frequency profile analysis based on the
HMS presence within the Sn (τr, ta), while being arranged and reassembled into baseband contiguous
radar range lines in the form of ψ interferences. The block diagram of the complete aforementioned
hybrid-domain IFA based on the extended chirp scaling algorithm for the purpose of system resolution
extraction is shown in Figure 6. The structure of the algorithm is prepared based on the principle of
stationary phase (POSP) [3]. With the help of POSP, the corresponding baseband signal of Equation (40)
is expressed as Equation (41):

SBB(τr, fta) = Wτr (τr − 2R(fta , r0)/c0). Wta

(
r0λfta /2v2β(ft)

)
× exp[− j4π f0r0β( fta)/c0] exp

[
jπKr(fta , r0)(τr − 2R(fta , r0)

2
] (41)

where v is the relative velocity between the platform and the CTT, λ is the radar wavelength, r0 is the
distance of the closest approach, fta is the frequency corresponding to slow-time, R(fta , r0) is the range
migration in the time-frequency domain, and Kr(fta , r0) is the modulation rates of chirps, which are
expressed by Equation (42):

R(fta , r0) =
r0

β(fta)
= r0(αasc(fta) + α)

1
Kr(fta , r0)

=
1

Kr
−

2λr0
(
β2(fta) − 1

)
c2β3(fta)

(42)

β(fta) =

√
1−

(
ftaλ

2v

)2

=
1

αasc(fta) + α
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Figure 6. Proposed system resolution extraction algorithm with the help of range cell migration
cancellation (RCMC).

The normal chirp scaling factor α describes the Doppler frequency-dependent part of the signal
and shifts as the phase centers to a new position. Therefore, a new scaling factor based on the algorithm
must be applied as asc(fta):

asc(fta) = a(fta) + (1−α)
1 + a(fta)

α
(43)

The new scaling factor asc(fta) leads to proper phase modification and is called the new phase
modification factor, while α is an additional scaling factor. Therefore, based on the new scaling factor
asc(fta), some phase functions like H1, H2, and H3 will be applied to compensate for specific frequency
variations correctly. The first compensation function is given by the following:

H1 = exp

jπKr(fta , r0)asc(fta)

(
τr − 2R(fta , rref)

c

)2 (44)

where rref is the reference range. With the Fourier transform in fast-time, the second phase function H2
will be applied directly to the signal as Equation (45):

H2 = exp
[
jπ

1
Kr(fta , rref)(1 + asc(fta))

fτr
2
]

exp
[
j
4πrref

c
a(fta)fτr

]
(45)

where fτr is the frequency corresponding to fast-time. After the inverse Fourier transform in fast-time,
the compressed SAR signal is expressed by:
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Sτr(τr, fta) = A·Wt

(
−

r0λfta

2v2β(fta)

)
exp

{
−j4πf0r0β(fta)/c0

}
.sin c{π.BW.τr}. exp

{
−j∆ϕ

}
(46)

where A is a complex constant and BW is the SAR sensor bandwidth. Therefore, the third phase
function H3 can be written as follows:

H3 = exp[j∆ϕ(fta)]

∆ϕ(fta) = 4πKr(fta ,rref)asc(fta )(1+a(fta ))
2

c02(1+asc(fta ))

(47)

Before slow-time compression, another phase function is multiplied to correct the data, as follows:

H4(fta) = exp
[
j
4π
λ

(
rref +

(r0 − rref)

α

)
(β(fta) − 1)

]
(48)

Therefore, according to the equations derived from Equation (41) to Equation (48), on the basis of
Figure 6 and the geometry mentioned in Figure 1, the inversed procedure of the proposed algorithm will
be applied step by step to the SAR de-speckled images for the purpose of system resolution extractions
and comparison. It should be noted that system parameters will directly affect the quality of RDG
and RFP, but the comparison between the resulting RDG and RFP is not parameter-oriented. In other
words, when the results are going to be compared to each other, the effects of the system parameters
are neglected. However, these parameters are needed for resolution extraction. The presumed main
SAR system parameters are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. SAR system parameters.

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 14 GHz
Repetition frequency 5 KHz
Sampling frequency 180 MHz

Pulse width 0.8 µsec
Bandwidth 140 MHz

Chirp scale factor 1

3. Resolutional Analysis Results

According to the aforementioned data, this section will simulate SAR resolutional analysis,
including the system resolution extraction and image resolution on the basis of objective quality
metric assessment. The input images are shown in Figures 2a and 3. According to the proposed IPS,
the incoherent information of the SAR images is processed to create necessary phase information for
the purpose of HMS adverse effects analysis on the system resolution. Firstly, the SAR images will
be stretched by the surface reflectivity index on the supposition of a non-backscattering background,
which makes the CTT homogenous for system resolution extraction. Next, it is imported to the
proposed inversed equalized algorithm routine. The SAR system parameter selection is dependent on
the size of input in both fast-time and slow-time.

3.1. HMS System Resolution Analysis Based on RDG Extraction

Based on the proposed method, the simulation results of the RDG extraction in the case of the
reference SAR image are shown in Figure 7. The results contain a 3-D view of RDG and the contour
plot of the reference image. Accordingly, a similar procedure is done on the de-speckled SAR images
in Figure 3. All the RDG extraction and comparison results with the reference image are shown
in Figure 8. It should be noted that all the RDG simulations were carried out under the system
parameters of Table 3. According to Figure 8, the maximum magnitude difference of the RDG between
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the reference and de-speckled images is about 3.5 dB, which was achieved by the Local sigma filter
application. However, in the case of comparison between the other resulting RDGs, the Local sigma,
the Local adaptive median, and the Gamma filters have the highest RDG differences with the reference
image. As a result, application of the aforementioned spatial de-speckling filters will have destructive
effects on the homogeneity of the reconstructed SAR texture. As can be deduced from Figure 8d,e,
the high-frequency multiplicative adverse behavior of the HMS while dealing with the raw data is
presented as instantaneous changes of the magnitude in the resulting RDG. According to Figure 8,
application of a proper spatial de-speckling filter like the Lee sigma with the lowest deviation in the
RDG difference obtains the best performance on the phase history of the raw data, which is a sign for
better homogeneity of the texture within the reconstructed image. According to Figure 9, in the case of
compensated HMS or the noise-free condition, the resulting RDG has less instantaneous changes and
it varies smoothly. It also shows that the HMS has really adverse effects on the RDG, which will cause
raw data inconsistency. In total, not only does the HMS degrade the system resolution, but also the
proper implementation of the spatial de-speckling filter is very important for information retrieval.
In other words, the HMS effects on the RDG is presented in the form of instantaneous variations in
the magnitude of the RDG or raw data inconsistency. Hence, a complete understanding of the image
structure and the texture characteristics for the spatial de-speckling filter application might be helpful
for reducing the adverse effects of the HMS on the raw data inconsistency or texture homogeneity.
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3.2. HMS System Resolution Analysis Based on RFP Extraction

Similar to the RDG extraction, the RFP extraction for the reference SAR image and the de-speckled
images were carried out and are presented in Figure 10. According to the results, it can be deduced that
the RFP peak-to-peak difference between the reference image and the de-speckled samples are not only
the same, but also have few differences in magnitude, with a value of 0.2 dB. In comparison to the RDG
simulations and according to Figures 8 and 9, the RFP extraction is more robust to spatial de-speckling
filter implementation than the RDG. In other words, the RDG or received 2-D backscattered data
is more sensitive to the phase inconsistency and the HMS presence, while the RFP is less sensitive
and mostly dependent on the system parameters. This means that radar spatial resolution can be
easily affected by high-frequency errors such as geometric and radiometric loss, specifically while
dealing with phase coherency, while the RFP as another system resolution criteria is less sensitive to
the presence of such errors. Figure 11 also presents the RFP of the reference SAR image in the presence
of real noise and noise-free conditions.
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As can be seen from Figure 11, HMS also has an effect on the RFP, based on instantaneous changes.
However, in comparison to Figure 9, there is less change to the magnitude. In brief, the RFP mainly
deals with the system resolution while dealing with the waveform in the receive procedure, but the
RDG mainly deals with the waveform while being transmitted and interacting with the CCT. As can be
deduced from Figures 7–11, the HMS has adverse effects that are more important to the phase history
of the backscattered data in comparison to their adverse presence while being processed as part of the
signal in the IFA. The results also verify that undertaking CTT studies on aspects such as their complex
values, behaviors and specifications in the presence of HMS is difficult, and involves errors that must
be considered in comparison to the received signal or image processing.

3.3. HMS Image Resolution Analysis Based on Objective Quality Assessment

The implementation of the objective quality assessment technique on the de-speckled SAR
images will not only help to evaluate the HMS presence in the SAR images, but also verify the
procedure of the spatial de-speckling filter implementation based on image resolution and information
analysis. These objective metrics include the mean square error (MSE), the mean intensity value (MIV),
the variance (Var), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), the structural
similarity index map (SSIM), the mean SSIM (MSSIM), the normalized cross correlation (NCC), the local
entropy, and the local range. The MSE, MIV, Var, SNR, PSNR, SSIM and MSSIM are pixel-based
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measurements, the NCC is correlation-based, and the local entropy and local range are based on image
information statistics.

MIV contributes to individual pixel intensity for the entire image, and Var is normally used to
find how each pixel varies from the neighboring pixel or the central one. The SNR is the ratio of the
mean value of the image and the standard deviation of the HMS within an image. The higher the SNR,
the sharper the SAR image will be. The PSNR is the ratio between the maximum possible power of the
SAR image and the power of HMS that affects the quality of the image, with the help of MSE as a scaled
definition of power by the number of pixels in the images. There is an inverse relationship between
PSNR and MSE. Therefore, a higher PSNR value will introduce a lower value of errors. The SSIM
index is a quality metric of one of the images being compared to another image, which is regarded
as the reference image. The NCC is used as a correlation-based technique to evaluate the degree of
similarity between pixel entities of the reference SAR image and the de-speckled images. The local
entropy and local range are also 2-D presentations of the images based on pixel and neighboring pixel
statistics calculations, which in turn are based on the texture content related to their variations in
intensity values or gray levels.

The results of image resolution analysis on the pixel-based quality assessment are listed in Table 4.
As can be seen from the listed results, every spatial de-speckling filter has its own specification, and in
the case of pixel-based image resolution analysis the texture, the image structure, and the parameter of
interest play a key role for spatial filter selection. It can also be deduced that Frost and Gamma have the
best SSIM values and have great similarity with the reference SAR image, while Kuan and Lee have the
lowest values of errors. With the help of correlation-based measurement, the NCC between the reference
SAR image and the other de-speckled images is also calculated and presented in Figure 12. Accordingly,
the maximum NCC value is related to the Local adaptive median filter with the value of 0.8, while the
minimum value is about 0.52, which is related to the Kuan filter. It is clear that in the case of correlation
metric evaluation, the Kuan filter, with the best level of pixel-based error measurement, has not achieved
the same performance based on correlation index measurements. Figure 12 also presents the NCC of the
Local adaptive median filter as having the best performance according to the NCC index.

Table 4. SAR images’ pixel-based objective quality metric results.

Image MSE MIV Var. SNR
[dB] PSNR [dB] SSIM MSSIM

Reference - 0.46 0.05 12.459 - - -
Frost 0 0.49 0.05 12.459 - 1 0.9903

Gamma 0 0.49 0.05 12.63 - 1 0.9903
Kuan 0.04 0.50 0.04 13.67 13.60 0.9153 0.9839
Lee 0.04 0.57 0.06 11.94 14.41 0.9506 0.9853

Lee sigma 0.06 0.61 0.05 12.62 12.58 0.9449 0.9825
Local adaptive 0.05 0.51 0.05 12.30 13.44 0.9477 0.9837

Local sigma 0.03 0.49 0.05 12.63 14.61 0.9675 0.9852
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More detailed texture content processing on the reference SAR image and de-speckled sample
images also shows that the HMS has different non-constant effects on the SAR image while being
removed with the help of spatial de-speckling filters. The results in Figure 13 attempt to quantify such
a non-constant pattern as a function of local entropy and local range presentation. As can be deduced
from Figure 13, the results within each de-speckled image are different from each other, and this shows
that the SAR image resolution is the most common characteristic to be affected by the HMS and the
spatial filter application. The results also prove that an image may only be superior in one metric
while being inferior in another in other objective quality metrics. In other words, different spatial
de-speckling filters will have different image resolution effects on the textures, and the spatial filter
selection is relativistic while dealing with image resolution metrics.
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In total, when dealing with the SAR images and de-speckled image quality assessment,
system resolution and image resolution are quite different concepts. According to the filter application,
such as spectral or resolution and its specific metric, a filter selection must be made. While analyzing
the HMS, the RDG is more sensitive to speckle presence in comparison to the RFP. In the case of
image resolution assessment, the objective metric is a determinative index for spatial filter selection.
The resolutional analysis of the de-speckling procedure will help us to understand the behavior of the
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HMS and its suitable removal method with less information degradation. In other words, the spatial
filter application must be chosen in a way to have the best SAR image information preservation.

4. Discussion

SAR systems are an established technology for remote sensing applications [1]. Owing to the
complex recording and processing of the received 2-D backscattered data, SAR sensors are able to form
high-resolution complex images of the terrain [3]. The inherent complex nature of SAR data is also one
of the main drawbacks of this sensor, as it affects the phase history of the raw data with a specific type
of noise known as speckles [4]. Speckles are modeled as multiplicative interference in a destructive or
constructive manner in the SAR phase history, and its suppression or de-speckling has been always a
major challenge in SAR image processing [5]. In general, speckle reduction techniques are applied
prior to texture feature extraction, and the de-speckling has been considered as an active field of
research in remote sensing processing [8]. However, the main problem of SAR image de-speckling
is resolution preservation, because both the speckle presence and de-speckling procedure degrade
the quality of the image and might lead to misinterpretation [21]. These considerations motivate the
increasingly intense research for speckle analysis and precise de-speckling methods with the help
of spatial de-speckling filters, without impairing potentially valuable SAR image information [19].
Considering the complexity of spatial de-speckling filter implementation, it is necessary to perform an
objective quality analysis on the embedded multiplicative noise within the SAR images for the purpose
of speckle behavioral analysis and proper filter selection.

To retrieve such objective metrics, this paper considers a reference SAR image under seven
different spatial de-speckling filter implementations for the purpose of speckle presence analysis and
filtering evaluation. This is the first time that this type of evaluation scenario has been categorized into
three major procedures. The evaluation scenario not only covers the spectral simulation of the speckle
on the basis of the image and the noise, but also covers the objective quality assessment in the case of
system resolution and image resolution analysis. The spectral simulation includes the PSD function
formulation and modeling, while the system resolution and the image resolution contain the RDG,
RFP, pixel-based, correlation-based, local entropy, and local range measurements. All the resulting
qualitative and quantitative metrics verify that not only are the multiplicative speckle-noise presented
in the high-frequency part of the image information with no specific pattern within the texture, but also
that no spatial de-speckling filter consistently outperforms the others in suppression. In other words,
the novel results of this research analysis show that every specific aforementioned category, such as
spectral modeling, system resolution and image resolution, has its own filter or filters with the best
and the worst performance.

Hence, in the case of the aforementioned spatial de-speckling filters, the results are listed as follows:
(i) According to the spectral modeling of the spatial filters, Gamma has the best and Lee sigma has the
worst de-speckling performance. (ii) For the purpose of residue speckle measurement, Local sigma has
the best performance, while Gamma has the worst ability to measure the level of the remaining noise
presence. (iii) According to system resolution measurement based on the RDG index, Lee has the best
system performance while Local sigma has the worst evaluation, and Kuan has the best performance
in comparison to Lee sigma if the RFP is going to be considered. (iiii) Finally, in the case of the image
resolution analysis, the spatial filter selection is completely relativistic and dependent on criteria such as
pixel-based, correlation based, local entropy, or range line results. This research study not only verifies
that multiplicative speckle noise is located within the high-frequency part of the image information with
no specific pattern within the texture, but also the proposed spatial de-speckling filter for the proper
application. The results also help to categorize spatial de-speckling filters as spectral filters, system
resolution enhancement filters, and image resolution improvement applications, while their objective
image quality metrics play an important role for their selection and implementation. Future studies
might include other types of de-speckling filters, such as transform domain filters with more objective
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quality metric verifications based on time-domain, frequency-domain and time-frequency domain
analysis, however the texture and the application purpose remain very important.

5. Conclusions

SAR images are inherently degraded by the phase interferences of received 2-D backscattered
signals, which results in a high-frequency multiplicative noise known as speckle. Speckle reduction
methods are applied before texture information extraction with the help of spatial de-speckling
filters. Since the performance of speckle noise suppression must be consistent with the application
of de-speckling filters in order to preserve fine details and subtle textures, a novel speckle analysis
method, as well as de-speckling filter categorization and evaluation, have been proposed in this
research study. The categorization resulted in three major groups of spatial filters: spectral filters,
system resolution enhancement filters, and image resolution improvement filters. This research study
also introduces spatial de-speckling filter implementation results based on their performance in the
best- and the worst-case applications, according to their categories. The results of this research study
can also be used as an evaluation protocol for spatial filter performance and speckle removal evaluation.
The sample filters in this study are Frost, Kuan, Gamma, Lee, Lee sigma, Local adaptive median, and
Local sigma, and all the simulation results were derived based on the spectral analysis, the system
resolution, and the image resolution criteria. The results clearly show that selecting a proper spatial
de-speckling filter for the best noise suppression is completely dependent on the category of interest.
However, the superiority of the performance is dependent on the quality objective metric comparison.
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